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:

recent attacks on the part of certain terrorists known as
Anarchists lead us to a consideration of the rise and growth
of that sect.
Such a dastardly and cowardly murder perpetrated on a minister of the gospel by the anarchist Alio,
oh
should be the signal for a warfare against his kind.
Anarchy means, in its ideal sense, the complete and unfettered self-government of the individual in political and economical life.
It must, however, be distinguished from Liberalism; which allows unrestrained freedom only in economic affairs, and from Socialism, which advocates state ownership of property and equality. All three systems have for
their end the realization of an impossible ideal, but they endeavor to establish their progress by pursuing the lines or stages of social progress that
have long since passed by; hence, instead of progressing, they retrogress.
They endeayor to adapt to the future, failures of the past, and we might
call Anarchism the fanaticism of error.
Is Anarchism, then, as a theory,
worthy of our consideration?
Lombraso called it a pathological phenomenon, because he observed that the impulsive activity of criminals and other

unhealthy characters predominate over the weak and undecided in the beginnings of revolutions, causing thereby an epidemic of excesses. But
anarchy has become more serious than a mere unhealthy phenomenon, for it
has become a well-defined condition.
Anarchy is not local but universal,
and, sad to say, its fathers have been intellectual men raised under different
conditions in different times and places.
But in each instance these men
have been biased by the oppression of tyrannical masters, or especially by
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Anarchism is all that appeals to the

beast in man, for it grants him entire freedom of action, abolition of natural morality, and gives him goods to obtain enjoyment.
Like Ravachol,
every anarchist’s ambition is to act as he pleases, work little, and to enjoy
riches and the privilege of several mistresses.
This, then, is the noble end
of the sect whose adherents, on account of their fortitude, have been compared by their admirers with the holy martyrs.
It is certainly astounding
how audacious these fanatics are in carrying out plans, how tranquil of
mind during trial, and how firm at the hour of execution; but it. is also
observed how fleet of foot they are, how adept in the use of firearms when
turned against their captors, and how glibly they can lie to the jurors who
try them.
But the injustice of the comparison of these outlaws with the
martyrs of the Faith is evident: the martyrs went to slaughter like lambs
and even forgave their executioners.
The recognition of individual freedom and the endeavor to attain it are
of recent date. The history of active anarchy dates back to the thirteenth
century, when a sect called Brothers and Sisters of the Free Spirit began
to preach equality and to renounce all authority.
They derived their doctrine from Pantheism, maintaining that, as God is everything, the will of
man is the will of God, and therefore its impulses should be obeyed.
An-

other sect named Chelercians arose during the Hussite wars and practised
equality and communism, but later they developed into Puritanism, the very
opposite of the principle of personal freedom.
Shortly before the French
Revolution, J. J. Rousseau published his Contrat Social, in which he advo-

cates the establishment of a paradise without laws.

The followers of Rous-

seau are divided into three classes: the Defenders of Absolutism, under
Hobbes, the Liberal Republicans, under Locke, and the Anarchists, under
Hooker.

There were no real anarchists in the Convention or the Commune of
Paris, with the possible exception of Marat, who, if he held any anarchical
theories, renounced them when he accepted the dictatorship; nevertheless,
the philosophy preceding the Revolution was the nurse and the revolutions
themselves, the cradle of Anarchism, for when the superficial minds
observed that the various forms of government did not alleviate pauperism
and misery, they straightway laid the fault at the door of authority. Hence

at the close of the revolutions, Anarchism as something defined really began
to exist, and its first founder was Pierre Proudhon, of Besancon.
He established what is known as Collective Anarchism, or the self-government of

groups.

Proudhon introduced the propaganda of action, or the promotion

of anarchistic views by means of force, and this principle finds its most
ardent followers among the Romantic peoples.
The growth of anarchistic principles in Russia itself, forms a chapter in
the annals of modern anarchism.
At first the great agitation which shook
western Europe did not trouble Russia, but when the seeds of anarchy, -as
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sown by Proudhon and his contemporary Steiner found their way into RusLeaders of secret
sia, that country’s Nihilistic soil bore fruit abundantly.
and Fourier
Blanc,
Steiner,
societies introduced the works of Proudhon,
than the
better
them
understood
said,
is
it
who,
peasants,
among the
author’s own countrymen.
Anarchy in Russia owes its Renaissance to Bakurin, that fiery agitator
who’ distinguished in all life but three elements—animality, thought, and
rising; to the first corresponds social and private economy, to the second,
science, to the third, freedom.
Another leader of anarchy in Russia was Kropatkin, founder of the second school of anarchism, called Communism, which is directly opposed to the
He preached the liberation of the producer from
doctrines of Proudhon.
every form of government, and liberation from
from
freedom
the capitalist,
all religious morality. His motto was, “Everything for all.”

To-day all the Romantic -countries—Italy, Spain, Russia, France—have
professors of Collectivism and Communism, while the Teutonic anarchists
are, for the most part, admirers of a milder form of anarchy which they
call Individualistic Anarchism, and they distinguish themselves from the
other by substituting the propaganda of theory for that of action. Notable
John Henry Mackay, Theodore
among its exponents are Arthur Mulberger,
Johann Most is the fierce theorist of force.
Heitzka, and Eugene Duhring.
Auberon Herbert, in England, and Joseph Dejaeque and Emma Goldman
in America, are the foremost anarchists of the English-speaking people.
Naturally, when anarchism had attained to something definite, its proFor
fessors endeavored to spread its doctrine and to accomplish its end.
this purpose, then, congresses were called, to which representatives came,
and, thus assembled, they collected funds and decided on modes of action.
Shortly after one of these congresses held in Switzerland, Bakurin endeayored to create a general chaos by unchaining the hydra of revolution, but
The
the first and only head of the hydra was cut off at its first appearance.
Congress of Lausanne declared for revolutionary activity, but their declaration had no immediate effect and anarchy was only moderately active until
the great Congress of London, which assembled in 1880 for the purpose of
creating a general revolution. They declared for Collectivism and the progaganda of action, with the result that anarchy arose like a hideous Gorgon,
striking with its foul hand in various countries as the dastardly deeds of
Ravachol, Henry, Caserio, and Guiteau plainly show.

The attacks were so unexpected that the world was astonished and frightened, so that there was talk of the nations uniting to suppress anarchy, but
Unusual activities, howthe proposal was turned down by the diplomats.
ever, on the part of the police enmeshed many anarchsits, who, when con-

victed, were executed.
them,

especially

in

our

This, however,

seemed

country,

where

own

to put no restraint upon
the

Haymarket

massacre
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oecurred shortly after. Since then anarchists have been more or less active
until recently, when they, it appears, seem to be reviving.
Anarchy, then, is a social evil, and the means of its suppression should be
thoroughly investigated. We see kings, presidents, and priests struck down
by the foul, misguided hand of the anarchist, and are we to stand by inactive?
Let us suppress anarchistic writings, refuse their congresses, and
treat professors of its anarchistic doctrine as traitors to their country.
In
our own country, where most, if not all anarchists are of foreign birth or
parentage, let us restrict our immigration.
But this is a question which
has been troubling our diplomats for some time, and, as yet, they have not
arrived at any tangible solution.
Nevertheless, we might suggest that a

certificate of good character be demanded of every immigrant, thus throw-

ing the responsibility on the foreign governments, who consequently would
follow their subjects’ actions more closely. The true remedy, however, is a
return to Christianity, for, as it has been a civilizer and purifier in the past,
so will it be an antidote at the present against the poison of anarchism.

Crimson

and

Steel

Roy SAcKsTEDER, 711.
Immortal Crimson! truest steel
We Freshmen sing your praise with zeal.
Reign spotless through our college life

And lead us on *mid every strife,
Tull in “Eleven” we may gain
Lhe longed-for fruits of our campaign.
O Banner

on life’s stern

battle-field,

Be to us all a mighty shield.
Some day from Wisdom’s fortress high,
We hope to see our colors fly.
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In cheerless days of winter wild,
dihen snow around the trees is piled,

Chen in our hearts we faintly hear
A few stueet words of goonlp cheer:
Wake ready for the Spring.

And when the good old sun shines bright,
Just like a warrior in bis might,
e oribes the banquished snow away—
Chen hark :—a boice doth seem to sap,
Gibe welcome to the Spring.

Cis then those merry minstrels come
Ftom out their distant southern home;

Chey gather in the swaping trees
And fling this song upon the breese:
Gibe praise unto the Spring.

Che redbird, robin, and the nove
All trill their charming
And buds and flowers
With sweet accord the
Hail, gentle Queen

laps of lobe;
in the dell
chorus swell:
of Spring.
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Frep HACKMAN, 708.
OW, my boy,” said the old veteran, “as you have been asking me
to tell you how, where, and when did I lose my left arm, I will

tell you, if you will listen carefully.
“Tn the year of 1859 there was a very strong rumor of a civil
war between the North and the South.
The North made war
on account of slavery, and the South, in order to resent what
she thought was an injury to her rights. At the beginning of the next year
war broke out in earnest, and although the Confederates started the war,
they were by no means the best prepared side. The North had been expect-

ing and preparing for the war a long time.

All her large factories were

turning out guns and ammunition, while the South was in.a comparatively

peaceful state.
“When the war began I was among the first to go to the front, and I was

made a captain of cavalry under the renowned and skillful leader, ‘Jeb’
Straut. Quiet there, boy; I ’ll tell you all if you will only give me time.
Yes, I do remember my first battle. Yes, sir, I remember it as well as if it
had been yesterday. How did I feel? Well, boy, I cannot tell you my true
feelings. All I know is that when I heard the bullets coming by, I wanted
to run away; but ‘Jeb’ came around and told me to be a man, and that is
all I remember.
“Did I ever kill any one, do you ask?
Ah, boy, you don’t know what
memories that question brings to my mind.
Well do I remember my first
man.
He was a corporal in the infantry regiment, and as he lunged at my
horse with his sabre I drew a revolver and shot him in the breast.
He

turned, staggered, and, after giving me one look, fell. But that look! 1
shall never forget it. In it he seemed to say, ‘Why do you rob me of my
life, my all? My blood be on your head.’ Aye, boy, well may you shrink
back in dread, for it is a terrible thing to rob a creature of life. What was
five minutes before a young man in the flower of manhood and beauty was
now a mere handful of clay. But back to my story.
“We drove the Yanks back and won one of the greatest battles of the war.
But I am tiring you out, so I will tell you how I lost my arm.
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“On the day before the battle of Spottsylvania Court-House, General Lee
told me to enter the enemy’s camp and determine Grant’s position. I did
so and entered Grant’s lines safely and was coming out, when a battery
opened fire on me and a shell came tearing along and it took away my left
arm. However, I kept on riding, and after I had reported to General Lee,
went and dressed my wound.
That is how I have an empty sleeve on my

left side.
“Who had the right side, do you ask? Well, boy, I am no authority, but
in my opinion the South was correct. Why?
Well, you know the principal
cause of the war was slavery, and in my opinion slavery is, in a measure,
right.
Because the South brought the negro from Africa, educated him,
taught him to work, and instructed him in the Christian religion, and then
should not the South expect work in return for this? Besides, the North

claimed that she was interfering for humanity’s sake.
she receive the negro into her house and
South to do? No, she did not do this; she
the result. To-day the negro is ranked as
God that the course of events is slawly but
‘and lower, until the time will come when
or exterminated.
:

“Asleep!

If so, why didn’t

her families, as she wished the
let him run at large, and look at
the lowest class of man.
Thank
surely bringing the negro lower
they all will have been removed

Well, I expect the last part was too dry for him.

God grant

that he may not have to go through such scenes as I have; but if he must,
I hope he will meet them with all the spirit and energy of a Southern
gentleman.”

Easter

Morn

Bright as e’er the sun uprose
Upon the eastern sky;
He chased away the black night foes

That had been lingering nigh.
But brighter still was He that rose
On the first Easter morn;
He banished all the sins and woes
For which mankind did mourn.

Epmunp WALSH, 710.
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Glorious Easter Time

|

Jos.

J.

MAHONEY,

710.

Ob, ’tis the glorious Caster-time,
Sweet anthems fill the air,
And lilies white in mantels bright
Attend the feast so fair.

"Cis merry bells that peal this morn
As ne’er thep pealed before:

Che Sabior who hath died for pou
Hath rigen:—all adore.

Db, tis the glorious Caster-time,

And list the songbirds sing,
So sweet and clear, they gaily cheer

Like angels on the wing.

And tis my heart’s true long desire
Chis morn so bright to see,
Anbd map

it beat with accent sweet

In bright eternity.

1gi
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A. WAGNER, 709.

RIENDSHIP is the mutual agreement between persons of the
same character, inclinations, and views.
The seed of friendship cannot bear fruit unless planted in hearts that are sympathetic.
A criminal can have an accomplice; a lad, a companion; a business man, a partner; but only the true and virtuous can have a true friend.
True friends have a perfect
agreement and understanding in everything.
They never quarrel, never
find fault with each other, unless to correct each other’s defects.
Friendship is unselfish.
It is inherent in the soul, and, like heat, radiates from

one person to the other without being visible, or without being diminished.
For true friendship there are two requisites—truth and tenderness.
Truth requires you to be honest with your friend.
He places his trust in
you, and it is no more than just that you make him your confidant.
Tenderness demands your love and esteem. It reacts upon your friend, causing
him to reciprocate your feelings and actions.
If these two requisites are
present, we can trustfully say friendship exists and flourishes.
How happy is the man who is blessed with a true friend!
He goes
through this life of toil like a person passing through a bed of roses. When
struck by adversity, he is helped by his friend, who gives him words of
encouragement, hope, and consolation, besides material aid. The friendless
man is the most wretched being on earth. The path of his life is up a steep
mountain covered with rocks and thorns. The rocks are the obstacles placed
in his way by his fellow-men; the thorns are their sneers and gibes. Gladly
would he follow Shakespeare’s advice:
“The friends thou hast, and their adoption tried,

Grapple them to thy soul with hooks of steel.”
But since he has none, this counsel has no meaning for him.

True friendship existed between Damon and Pythias. Damon delivered
himself up to the tyrant as hostage for the life of Pythias, who was condemned to die. He had entire faith in Pythias, even though the latter did
not present himself at the proper time.
And when the hour of execution

arrived and every one. was cursing Pythias
Damon’s faith remained steadfast.

for

his

supposed treachery,

At last Pythias arrived, just in time to
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save his friend from the sword; and the king, touched at seeing such loyal
friendship, pardoned him. Such is true friendship. It requires you to give
up even your life for that of your friend; not to shrink from any sacrifice,
however painful, that the duty of friendship may impose upon you.
When there is true friendship between two persons, neither entertains

any doubts or suspicions as to the sincerity of the other’s love.

Their faith

in each other is built on a rock, not on sand; and not the strongest gale of
misfortune can overthrow it.
Persons in the same or different circles in life will unite in the bonds of
friendship, even though they had resolved not to. Brothers and sisters are
naturally the best of friends; they may disagree occasionally, but otherwise

they live in perfect union and harmony.

Yet there are occasions where one

brother becomes the arch-enemy of the other; but with all his malice and
hatred this brother still has a little place down in his heart which he reserves for his brother.
“A true friend,” says Holy Writ, “is the medicine of life and immor-

tality.

The just shall find him.”

Christianizing Japan
For the Good Cause-—The Japanese Scholarship movement is progressing
The receipts of the last month are more
in a most satisfactory manner.
The Benefit
than double the amount of the three preceding months.
We congratuBasket-Ball Game made the work very popular in Dayton.
late ourselves in particular upon the arrival of two yearly scholarships
($60) and upon the good news that they will come again in succeeding
years. The blessing of the Lord is visibly upon the enterprise.
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Easter

Bells

Cay "§
PPE
Sj

ROBERT

FLEMING,

’10.

Listen. to the Easter bells,
Hear the happy

sound;

Chiming over Hills and dells,
All the earth around.
ow

the budding flowers are springing

Cipile a song the brook is singing,
Bird-carols are gaily ringing,
Join,

D Easter

bells.

Dh, ve blessed Easter bells,
dUaken

kindness

peace and

lobe:

in pour music dwells,

“Hallowed from above»
Stay the tumult and the wronging,
Welt

Hush

the cloud around

us thronging,

the cares to earth belonging,
Zoptul Caster bells.
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Life For a Picture
LEI
Tenatius Hart, 711.

the many different models employed by artists for their
pictures, none can be truly said to be more unique, and at
the same time more horrifying, than that used by Parrhasius
It is simply an example of what a man will do
the painter.
2?
to gain fame for himself, even at the cost of the life of a
fellow-man.
Parrhasius is well known. in Grecian history as
At the time from which this story is taken
Zeuxis.
of
the successful rival
he was a young man full of ambition and desirous of making a name for
himself in the world. He wanted to paint a picture that would be a masterpiece and at the same time make him renowned among the famous painters
of his day.
He thought about his picture for a long time, and at last determined to
paint one representing Prometheus chained to a rock and being slowly deyoured by a vulture. But where was he to get a model that could depict the
For several weeks he tried to get a subject that
agony of a dying man?
but none could be found. He was about to
position,
the
‘was able to fulfill
give up hope of finding any, when one day he chanced to stroll across the
market place, where a large number of captives were kept ready to be sold
He happened to glance among them and his gaze
to the highest bidder.
and just then the thought struck him that here
man,
fell upon a very old
He looked the old man over and
was one that would answer his purpose.
noticed the fine features and noble bearing, and soon bought him for a
small sum. He took him home and treated him well, but kept him in ignoa:

rance of his fate.
For a long time he worked

steadily at his picture until at last he had

everything finished except the agony of the face. It was this agony that
was to be the main part of the picture and which he purposed would make
him famous.
He had the instruments of torture prepared beforehand, and
when everything was ready he ordered the old man to be brought in. Two

servants bound him to the rack and tortured him while Parrhasius looked
calmly on and made delicate sketches, if such they might be called. Several
times he repeated the torture: each time he would revive the old man suffi-

ciently to let him live a little while longer.
secured a desirable face for his Prometheus,

At last he believed he had
and there was but one

more
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thing necessary to crown his picture, and that was to paint the death-dew

on his brow.
For the last time he tortured the old man, but so severely that in a few

moments he was dead.

Parrhasius had finished his picture, but at a cost

that was far more valuable than the greatest work of art, and that cost was
Yet, unenlightened pagan that he was, he bethe life of a human being.

lieved he had accomplished his life’s work.

Springtime

We hail thy coming, Springtime,
We love thy balmy air;
Thy length’ning days and sunlight
Thy budding foliage fair.

We

love the countless flowers
Thou spreadest o'er the field ;
The softly rippling brooklet
Despoiled of icy shield.

To bid thee welcome Springtime,
The birds from far have flown;
With them we join our voices
To call thee now our own.
—-ALBERT

ZENGERLE,

’09.
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Owing to “very grave abuses of the second-class mailing

privilege,” the Post-Oftice Department has adopted regula-

tions which, to a certain extent, affect the relations existing between THE EXPONENT and its subscribers.
One of these rulings
states that subscriptions to monthly magazines must be renewed within four
months after expiration, if they continue to be sent at the second-class
postage rate of one cent a pound.
In other words, if, after four months of
grace are up, the delinquent has not renewed, THE EXPONENT may be sent
but at the transient second-class postage rate of one cent for each four

ounces or fraction thereof, instead of enjoying the pound rate.

It is a little

matter in itself, but “every little bit added,” ete. We are not “kicking,” for
THE EXPONENT is in a prosperous condition, but we felt under obligations
_to inform you of this regulation.

Free

Text-

Books

Notwithstanding the numerous petitions and protests in-

dicted by a large number of representative Catholics, not-

withstanding its patent unfairness, the Pollock Bill,
providing for free text-books in the public schools, has passed the Senate of
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In
Ohio. God grant that the iniquitous measure may finally be defeated!
which
germ,
socialistic
insidious
an
concealed
lies
y
this latest philanthrop
will sooner or later unpleasantly manifest its malignant presence. It is not
a stone’s throw from furnishing free text-books to providing free lunches,
free transportation, clothing, or any other necessities that the State may
It is not our intention to decry the act
judge itself justified in dispensing.

of giving text-books gratis to deserving poor—an act charitable enough in

itself{—but every one can perceive the unwarrantableness of granting free
text-books to any and every public school student, irrespective of his
pecuniary standing and deserts. It is an abuse of legislative power and an
insolent imposition, especially in regard to Catholics who are not only supporting’ schools from which they derive no good whatsoever, but cre even
relieving the State by supporting other schools to which they can in conscience send their children.
The following, culled from one of the forwarded protests, contains a
succint summary of the embryonic effects of the bill: “Whereas, said bill
advocates a socialistic fad and paternalism in our government; is as unreasonable as a law to provide shoes, clothing, food, and lodging; is an un-

Christian attempt to relieve the parent of some of his divinely-imposed

responsibility ; belittles civil government by including in its duties those of
the housewife; destroys in the mind of the child his respect for a book,
teaching him that what costs nothing is worth nothing; taxes the thrifty
for the shiftless, the property-holder for the rover, and still further en-riches the millionaire school-book trust at the expense of the taxpayer.”
As it stands it is a sort of proposal to
The bill should be suppressed.
“rob Peter to pay Paul,” and this pseudo-charity is dangerously likely to
breed other bills of similar socialistic tendencies.

The Press and

“The evil that men do lives after them; the good is oft’

In dealing with the assassinainterred with their bones.”
tion of King Carlos of Portugal, the press have to a large
extent carried out this truism and have silently emphasized the latter porThough not openly commended in this.country for their dastardly
tion.
deed, the assassins were either shielded or approved in the cable dispatches
received. However, there are two sides to every question.
The king no doubt had his faults, but in these we can find no cause for
the horrible deed. The attacks on the dead sovereign, on his conduct public
Portugal

and-private, are the work of his political enemies, who lose no time in defaming the man who was bent on abolishing the practices of graft so preva-

lent in his kingdom.

Wing Carlos would substitute’ reform for depravation

and for this he was repeatedly slandered, the criticisms uttered against him

‘ by his country’s press being nothing short of incitement to revolt. Previous
to this, the king had chosen Franco as dictator and had given him absolute

support.

This official, perceiving the revolutionary trend of affairs, sub-
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jected the press to a vigorous censorship, which had no good effect on the
temper of the king’s enemies.
The evil reports were circulated even more
rapidly from mouth to mouth and gave the cue to the anarchists, who are
ever ready to dip their hands in blood more precious than their own.
The
political abuses were to a large extent eliminated, but at what a price! The
king’s opponents in politics, the Republicans, hoped by their verbal attacks
to weaken the monarchy and promote the interests of republicanism. Their
assaults, however, had an unexpected and fatal termination, and a strong
reaction has since set in in favor of the monarchy.
The press of the country at large have frequently been unjust in their
characterization of the late king, virtually alluding to him as a sensual and
luxurious tyrant who deserved his fate, if ever tyrant deserved it. This is
false, the contrary being precisely the case. The king was a loving, Christian ruler and a just monarch.
He viewed with disapprobation the abuses
of the politicians and was determined to blot them out. It was while carrying out this policy that he was found by an assassin’s bullet and became

another of anarchy’s victims.
It seems strange that the press should get only one side of the story, and
it looks as if the news stations of Portugal were in the hands of socialists or
anarchists.
F. M.
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the Christianizing of Japan
y means of the Japanese... .

of

the

was

also

of

the

During the years of

stay

many

he

in

Dayton

friends

in

he

made

other

cities

and towns of Ohio whither he
was frequently called to assist

pastors in their parochial duties.

From

1893

to 1896

he

was

sta-

tioned at San Antonio, Texas.
There again, as elsewhere, in the
Lone Star State he made a host of friends by his devoted zeal. He
is, at present, Chaplain of St. Joseph’s College, Yokohama, one of
the Brothers’ most flourishing houses in Japan.
At the time of this writing the Society of Mary has taken hold
in six of the largest cities in Japan, with sixty-six religious, of
whom

nine

are

priests;

fifteen

Brothers

The following are some of the Brothers
States:

Rev.

Nicholas Walter,

are

who

native

hail from

Brothers Celestine

Japanese.

the

United

Rambach,

An-

tony Rambach, Joseph Reuber, Francis Herner, Joseph Senentz,
August Walter, Xavier Antoni, Joseph Eiben.
Their names will
be recognized by many

and teachers.
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readers

as

those

of old friends
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INTEREST.

TO BENEFACTORS OF THE APOSTOLIC.SCHOOL OF JAPAN.
You.’—We are in receipt of the first letters written from Japan

upon the arrival of the Japanese Number of Tor Exponent.
overflowing with gratitude.
As an example we quote the

They are
following,

addressed “To the Staff of Tur Exponent,” in the English of Japan:
“NAGASAKI, KAISEIGAKKO, 27-2-08.
“DEAR

FRIENDS:

We

were

very

agreeably

‘Japanese Number’ of THE Exponent.

surprised

in

receiving

the

Indeed, it is with a quite apos-

tolic heart that you corresponded to the appeal done in favor of our dear

future apostolic school.

May the Lord

and the Queen of the Apostles

bless you for all you do for their glory and reward you a hundred fold in
Heaven.
The buildings in Urakami have not begun yet, but we hope that, with
your generous help, we will be able to commence this year, and perhaps to
start the school in the beginning of the next year.
We have already here 30 apostolic pupils. They are very fervent and

anxious to work for the conversion of the heathens.

When they recite

beads every day, they pray for their benefactors, especially for you, who
are so generous.
Yours devotedly,
“(ReEv.) E. PERRIN.”
Father Perrin is a member of the Society of Mary, and Superior of the
Star of the Sea College (Kaiseigakko), where the students of the Apostolic School are located at present, waiting till suitable buildings can be
erected at Urakami.
:
“Go Thou, and Do Likewise.”’—From our recent correspondence we choose

the following, which will be read with delight and edification by the many
kind patrons of the good work:
“T am not in a position, should I so desire, to establish a- permanent

‘St. Patrick’s Scholarship.’

However, if you can accept one ‘St. Patrick’s

Scholarship’ for some bright boy, I will try to contribute annually towards
the same the sum of Sixty Dollars ($60.00), and release the obligation in
the future by making same permanent if ever possible.
I enclose you

check of this date (St. Patrick’s), as requested, for Sixty Dollars
($60.00). Of course, there is no way of knowing to whom the donation
will apply. However, should one ever visit the country it might be interesting, if not pleasing, to see or interview the person. However, that does

not cover my intention, the spirit of your cause alone controlling.
consider it a favor to notify me annually a month

rick’s Day of the payment due.”

I will

or so before St. Pat-
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OF JAPAN

Tre Apostotic ScHoot has been established at Urakami, near Nagasaki,
to bring up apostles; namely, to give a thorough Christian education to
virtuous and talented boys and young men among the Japanese Christians,
in order to prepare them for the priesthood, the religious state, or the im-

portant duties of teacher and catechist.
Motto

of the School_—“Christianize

Japan

by means

of the Japanese.”

Pope Pius X., as well as the four Bishops of Japan, has approved the
enterprise and

sends its benefactors a special blessing.

The Exponent will make special efforts to establish both yearly
and permanent ($1,200)
most gratefully accepted.

scholarships.

Any

sum,

however

($60)

small, will be

Our Friends are invited to enter one of the following classes :

1.

Founders, by establishing permanent scholarships of $1,200.

2.

Founders

3.

Guardians, by paying for one pupil during the whole course of his

of the Second

studies; i. e., annually
during one year.

Rank, by offering $600.

$60, the sum

required

to maintain

4.

Subscribers, by offering $5 a year.

5.

Associates, by giving any small alms or by promising

a young

man

daily to recite

the prayer of St. Francis for the conversion of pagans.
6. Promoters, by making known the AposToLic ScHoot and by inducing
others to assist in making of Japan a Christian nation.
Address all communications to THE EXPONENT,

St. Mary’s Institute,
Dayton,
‘THe Exponent

Ohio.

will take special pleasure in forwarding gifts and names

of donors to the Apostotic ScHoot and will regularly publish an itemized
statement of all receipts.
In sending a contribution, fill out the following blank:

Enclosed please find an (annual) contribution of $....... for the Apostolic School of Japan.

N. B.—Show the above to your friends, and induce them
in this great missionary undertaking.

to take interest

THE

S. M.

JAPANESE
We have undertaken

I. EXPONENT

SCHOLARSHIP

to assist in spreading

FUND

the blessings of Christianity

among the fifty million pagans of the great Empire of Japan, and we invite
you to aid us not only by sending your own contribution but by inducing
your friends to take interest in the good cause.
Literature and credentials
furnished upon application. We ask the benefactors of the Apostolic School
to allow us to publish their names for the sake of good example.
In sending our cordial greetings we beg God to bless our well-wishers.
THE EpirortaL STAFF OF THE EXPONENT,
FRANK J. Morris,
Editor-in-Chief.
LIST

On

hand,

OF

CONTRIBUTORS.

$310.15.
GUARDIANS.

Barry
Notre

S. Murphy, Dayton, Ohio, “St. Patrick’s Scholarship,” (annual) $60.00.
Dame Academy, Dayton, Ohio, “Notre Dame
Scholarship,”
(annual)

$60.00.
OTHER

BENEFACTORS.

S. M. I.—John Monnig, $5.00;
A. Friedrichs, $1.00;
Roscoe Morin, $1.00;
Eugene Sullivan, $1.10; W. O’Connor, 25 cents; A. Weisenberger, $1.00; Otto
Krusling, $2.05; Albert Krusling, $2.05; Walter Heck, $1.00; Henry Holters,
$1.10; Joseph Windbiel, 55 cents; John Wickham, $1.00; Ignatius Hart, $1.10;
Louis Scheve, $1.00; Leo Clark, $1.00; Elmer Kohlmiller, $1.25; Henry Wickham, $1.00; John M. Jacoby, $1.00; Walter Focke, $1.00; Henry Winter, $1.00;
Ed. Zangerle, $3.00.
Ironton, O.—Rev. John J. Schneider, $5.00; Henry B. Goldcamp, $5.00.
Rochester, N. Y—Clemens Rossenbach, $2.00; A Friend, $1.00; Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. E. Staub, $1.00; Mr. and Mrs. Fr. Fischer, $1.50; Mr. and Mrs. J. Geck
and family, $3.50.
Cincinnati, O.—George Wissel, $5.00; Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Stinger, $1.00;
Mrs. B. M. Orr, 25 cents; Corryville Friends, $5.30.
Dayton, O.—Mr. and Mrs. John H. Ryan, $1.00; Miss Mary V. Ryan, 25 cents;
H. S., $1.00; Edward A. Rechsteiner, $2.00; Mrs. Adam Schantz, $5.00; John
McCarthy, 25 cents; N. D. A., 50 cents; Sisters of Notre Dame, $5.00; A Friend,
S., 50 cents; Mrs. W. Makley, 50 cents; John E. Scherer, $1.00; “Uncle John,”
$10.00.
Cleveland, O.—Rev. J. J. L., $1.00.
Beatty, Pa—Aloysius C. Angel, $1.00.
New
York City.—Mrs. B. Sauer, $5.00; Miss Mamie Sauer, $1.00; Miss Mary Banzer,
$5.00.
Chicago, Ill—Mrs. Catherine Lex, $1.00; Mrs. J. J. Braun, $1.00; Mrs. S.
Brummel,
$1.00; Joseph C. Windbiel, $3.00.
Baltimore, Md.—A.
Hallameyer,
$6.00.
Pittsburg, Pa.—M. W. Schmitt, $1.00; J. S. G., $5.00; August Snyder,
$5.00.
Hamilton, O—W.
G. Holbrock, $5.00.
Mt. Angel, Ore—N.
N., $1.00.
Sidney, O.—A. A. Gerlach, $5.00.
Toledo, O—Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Kranz, $5.00.
Akron, O.—Mrs. R. A. May, $5.00.
Covington, Ky—W. H. Holters, $1.00.
Uniontown, Ky.—M. J. Clements, $1.00

From a Seminary.—$9.25.
Benefit Basket-Ball

Total, $746.45.

Game.—$162.15.

N. B.—Copies of the above for propaganda purposes will be cheerfully
sent by addressing THE EXPONENT.
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— sin otes
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CORRESPONDENCE

MicHarEnt A. DAUGHERTY,

709.

Columbus _
Association

The regular meeting of the Columbus Association of
Qld Boys was held Tuesday evening, March 3, at the
Bernhard residence on South High Street.
There has
been so much senatorial legislation effected in the Capital of late that
it was deemed advisable under the inviting circumstances to yield the
evening up to social entertainment.
And it certainly was entertaining; so
much so, in fact, that the Columbus boys believe they are the jolliest bunch

among all those that follow the Blue and Red.
As the guests arrived singly or in groups they were ushered to that
famous “Den” and left there to explore its mysteries.
All that genius and
art could contrive to work into one harmonious whole is there. The artist’s
brush and electricity are used to their best advantage to bring out the deep
receding valleys with their monsters, their wonderful plants, and their giant
inhabitants. The “Den” is not only a play-hall for the imagination, but is
also a veritable play-house, a miniature theatre, fully equipped for geete
use, with curtains, wings, piano, in fact all that is needed to stage a “show.”
Here it was, then: that the Bernhard brothers entertained their Old Boy
friends to recitations, songs, music, and clogs. And then came that “Dutch
‘ lunch” so akin to a banquet, and rendered so delicious by that whole-souled
hospitality that shall forever mark the Bernhard brothers as hosts of the
Aa 1 degree.
In the absence of President Dorgan, who was detained at home by sickness, Vice-President Joseph Hinterschied, the amiable host of the last gath-

ering, cailed the meeting to order.

Later in the evening Charles Detrich,

the treasurer, was made chairman, as Joe was forced by urgent business to
curtail his stay.
Charlie, assisted by Secretary John W. Keegan, who is
always “Johnny on the spot,” acquitted himself admirably of his new
duties. And, indeed, his duties were at times strenuous, for all were in the
best of lnuphing aot story-telling moods.
Many a comic-supplement-chap-

ter of college life was retold that night amid repeated vollies of laughter
that burst fain aching sides. All in all, the meeting was a genuine oldcollege-men’s meeting—the kind that makes one: resolve not to miss another,
though it be held “in thunder, lightning, and in rain.”
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year of his age.
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St.

Mary’s

Institute

on the Death of Bernard
02, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

Alumni

J. Klimper,

WHEREAS, It has pleased the Almighty, in
remove from our midst our friend and faithful

His infinite wisdom, to
fellow-alumnus, Bernard

J.

be

Klimper

,’02,

of

Cincinnati,

Ohio,

therefore,

it

Resolved, That our heartiest sympathy be extended to the mother
and relations of the deceased, in this, their hour of sadness and woe.
We,

as

those

old
years

character

sorrow

of

which
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of
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and
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hood, with an untarnished record in the past,
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thought

“Look
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was
happy

flies.”

we can still see him
his watch chain, with

touched

and

one

swing,—“Time

spoke—‘Time

now,

chain

around,

full

his

us,

and

and a brilliant future
decrees of Providence,
to obey.

past,

on

among

Mater,

force, and “Barney’—always of a
out his watch and chain, and using

theory.

turning

still

vista of departed years
free schoolboy, twirling
morrow.

and

abstruse

of

in his company,
now comes back

how,

attending a lecture on centrifugal
practical turn of mind—had pulled
himself

the

known
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hand
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back

here,
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to

seemed

fellows,’—

#*

through

the

long

standing there, the carebut little thought for the
of

Death,—who

came

as

a thief in the night, stealing that precious jewel, the soul, from its
setting,—he lies there, cold and stiff; with perhaps that same watch
by his bedside, still ticking away to all the world its message
of
mutation—‘‘Time flies.”
It is not alone the sere and yellow leaf that falls to the ground.
The
yellow leaf must fall. But the bright green leaf, too, in its fresh beauty,
quivering in the summer breeze, is often torn from its parent tree to
take its place in some earthly crown of victory.
So it may be with
“Barney.”
Torn from our midst in the fresh beauty of his youth, who
knows but it may be to take his place as a shining gem in some brilliant crown of heavenly glory?
The
that

blow

is hard

to

religion

which

we

mother will bear up
now oppresses her.

bear,
all
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his

gloom

of

bereaved

which

As fellow-students of her son, we wish to assure her of our keen
appreciation of her sorrow, and take this opportunity of expressing
our heartfelt condolence.
It is further Resolved, That this resolution be published in Tue
EXPONENT, and that a copy be forwarded to the mother of the deceased.
Passed

March

30th,

1908.
St.

Mary’s

INSTITUTE
(Rev.)
Turo.
HARRY

ALUMNI

ASSOCIATION,

A. Friscue, S. M.,
D. HOLLENKAMP,
’99.
F. FINKE, ’02,
Committee.
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Our loyal Old Boy, Rev. G. Schlachter, C.PP.S., writing

June 23

us from the Kneipp Sanitarium, Rome City, Ind., assures

us that he will try his level best to be at S. M. I. for June
23 to see the Old School and to meet those of the veterans “before the war”
who still voyage among the living. We are sure that our Old Boy will be
able to spend some delightful hours with Brother Edward Gorman, with
whom he chummed in the school days of *59.
The warm summer breezes have brought with them news
of our popular Old Boy, J. CLArENcE HocHwatr, ’06,
formerly of Dayton, now prominently connected with The
Quincy Sumatra Co., Quincy, Florida.
His residence in the sunny South
dates back no great way, and yet he has added ten pounds to his avoirdupois. That he is still in sympathetic touch with the old school may be seen
from his letter:
“T must say that a letter from Dayton, and especially from good old St.
Mary’s, is always more than welcome down here in the ‘Sticks.’
“T have been kept very well posted on the results of the games by the reports in the Dayton Journal and also by a dear friend who has been to all
the games and sends me a report of them.
I am very sorry that our boys
had such bad luck in the last few days, but we can’t win all the time. Here ’s
hoping that they will end the season as they started it.”
But Clarence has found that Quincy is not Dayton.
He writes:
“We have been having spring weather ever since I came to Quincy. The
trees and bushes are all in bloom and the woods are as pretty as they can be.
“The only trouble is that I have been living in the midst of excitement all
my life, and they do not know what that is down here. The town is a regular cemetery; the only live thing that I have found is the electric light
wires, and they are dead on moonlight nights, as the city has a ‘Moonlight
Ordinance’ and they don’t light the hght when the moon is shining.”
If Quincy is dead, we have every reason to believe that the Sumatra plantation does not share its mortality since our Old Boy has taken things in
charge.
“My greatest exercise,” he writes, “is riding horseback, as this is
the only way one can get over the place.”
Clarence sends greetings to all his former professors, with a special “top 0
the mornin’ ” to Brother Thomas Mooney.
From Florida

Praises the
Exponent

The following appreciative and encouraging remarks on
=the January and February issues of THE EXPONENT are

from a staunch Old Boy, Aloys C. Kemper,
professor at St. Xavier’s College, Cincinnati, Ohio:

8. J., 700, now

“Your last two numbers were excellent specimens of what an energetic
staff, supported by the faculty and ambitious students, can accomplish in
the line of a college periodical. The Lourdes Number especially is a tasty
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and practical tribute to the honor of Her whom it so fittingly commemorates, and she cannot fail on her part to bless your further efforts and let

you feel some of that marvelous

protection which

she manifests

at her

chosen shrine.

“T hope and feel confident that THz ExpoNnENT will be able to keep to
the high standards

which it has set itself in the opening issues of 1908.”

We certainly would like to put out ten issues for 1908 such as was our
Lourdes

Number,

but the finance

element

in the

problem

compels

us to

forego the thought.
By the way, Old Boy, can you give us news of your brothers Frank, ’88,
and JosEPH, 01?
Old Boys frequently ask for them.
“THE EXPONENT is so good a publication, and I derived so much pleasure

from it that I cannot fail to contribute toward.it by my subscription.”

So

writes a Reverend “Friend of Old Boys,’ from Ironton, Ohio.
We are
assured that this conviction finds a habitation in the minds of all Old Boys.
But some fail to give practical expression to their conviction. Look at your
ledger account “EXPONENT.”
How now?
In the War

Department

For a long time we knew that an Old Boy,

Francis B.

Heitmazt, who left St. Mary’s in 1854, was still among the
living, but where he had gotten to was beyond our ken.

in the case of so many other Old Boys, THE Exponent

As

has located him.

He is now in the War Department at Washington, D. C., whither the course
of human events has.carried him.
This Old Boy’s life has been an extremely eventful one, and we hope to give details of it in a future number
of THE Exponent.
As we go to press we are the recipients of two large

volumes published in 1903

by our Old Boy under the title, “Historical

Register and Dictionary of the United States Army, 1789-1903.”
Francis,
this gift is one that has touched your Alma Mater most sensitively, and for
which she is extremely grateful.
Don’t fail to call on her when you come
West.

HERE

AND THERE

Harry

Anspury, 708.

Rey. Tobias Morin, ’94, has been transferred to Newport, Michigan.
Rev.
JoHN ANGEL, 702, is now assistant priest at St. Leo’s Church, Allegheny, Pa., while his brother, REVEREND FERDINAND, *02, is stationed at
St. Kiernan’s Church, Pittsburg, Pa.
Their brother, ALoystus C. ANGEL, ’04, is now a levite, having recently

received minor orders at St. Vincent’s Seminary, Beatty, Pa.
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The Feast of St. Gabriel the Archangel brought utmost joy to the home
of our Old Boy, Charles Frohmiller, *00, of Cincinnati, in the person of
a baby girl. On March 23, Charley’s uncle, Rev. Fr. Frohmiller, of Dayton,

baptized his grand-niece, calling her Lauretta Barbara.
An Old Boy

The students who followed the courses at S. M. I. during

Bluejacket

the “03 term will be delighted to learn that George House,
then of Columbus, was lately made conspicuous in San

Francisco by risking his life to save that of a teamster, and that his effort
was successful.
George has been a bluejacket for over a year on the armored cruiser Tennessee. ‘The ’Frisco papers devoted much space to the deed, and also made
mention of the fact that our George is a very proficient marksman and has
merited an increase of salary by reason of his excellent handling of the
Tennessee’s guns. George stands first among the forty-three gunners of the

—

Tennessee, with a record of ten hits out of ten shots at night, in fifty-two

seconds.
Now, George, be good during these two remaining years of your
service, then come back to 8S. M. I. and tell us all about the man behind the

gun.

In Memoriam

The hand of Death has snatched from us Henry Rauth,

an Old Boy of St. Mary’s, and an uncle of Matthias Wag-

ner, Marcellus Wagner, and Eugene Gerlach, present students at the Institute. The deceased registered at St. Mary’s, September 6,

1852, and received his First Holy Communion at the Institute Chapel the

next year. He certainly held cherished remembrances of S. M. I., because
in looking over his effects after death a prayer book was found, in which was
written: “Henry Rauth, St. Mary’s Institute, Dayton, Ohio, 1852.”
After leaving the Institute in 1853, he went to Indianapolis, where he
entered the drug business. When the Civil War broke out, Mr. Rauth enlisted in the First Regiment, O. V., and remained in the service for three
years, being honorably discharged in 1864.
Upon returning from the war, he entered the drug business in Terre
Haute, Ind.
After two years he went to Sidney, Ohio, and there became

partner to the firm of Rauth & Wirth.

stood
years
beth’s
place

During all his career, Mr. Rauth

high in his profession and gained hosts of friends.
For the past few
he had been in feeble health, and about a year ago entered St. ElizaHospital, Dayton, where he died Friday, March 20. His funeral took
from Holy Angel’s Church, Sidney, Ohio.
R. I. P.

Our Old Boy musician, Epwarp Morttz, °05, was again
the entertainer of his friends and pupils when, on March 18
and 19, his residence swelled with the sweet harmony of
musical recitals.
Ed’s work both as writer and professor is winning for
him an enviable reputation.
A

Recital

~
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A number of Old Boys have already sent generous conApostolic School
In the near
of Japan _ tributions for the Japanese Scholarship Fund.
future we expect to announce a “Dayton Alumni Scholarship” for 1908, for which donations have already been received. In ColumElsewhere the nickles
bus, too, the Old Boys have endorsed the movement.
surprise.
pleasant
a
for
saved
being
and dimes are

A] RED LETTER DAY
AT

Monday,

S2M.

30,

March

CLARENCE

1.

1908

STOECKLEIL, ’08.

The promoters of the good cause of the Apostolic School of Japan had

proposed to make the basket-ball game to be played by the S. M. I. alumni
and the S. M. I. regulars for the benefit of the School a memorable event in
The results came
the annals of Old St. Mary’s, and all for sweet charity.
up to the most sanguine expectations. The spirit of true Christian charity,
the family air that reigned supreme, the enthusiasm, the success achieved,
all made March 30, 1908, a Red Letter Day at S. M. L.
Not only did the great game of Monday, March 30,
haps the greatest ever witnessed on a local floor, afford
thusiastic entertainment for a host of loyal alumni and
Boys and their friends, but it likewise realized splendid returns, which
The Good
Cause

perenOld
will

be devoted to the beautiful work of charity, to benefit the Apostolic School
of Japan, the one object for which the game was intended.
Advance Sale of
Reserved Seats

| Many

of Dayton’s

most prominent

citizens secured re-

served seat tickets in advance for the great game.
the first to obtain them

were

H. L. FERNEDING,

Among
one of St.

Mary’s most loyal alumni, who holds the record of purchasing the highest

number

(twenty)

of reserved

seat

tickets.

Mayor

Burkhardt,

although

unable to attend the game, was pleased to purchase five reserved seat tickets.
Among others were: Chas. J. Brennan, Grand Knight, Knights of Columbus, John C. Shea, our Commencement orator of 1906, Theo. H. Lienesch,
°”6, president of the Catholic Gesellen Verein, and others.
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As a curtain-raiser for the great game which was to fol-Angola-Meteor
low, the Angola second team consented to try conclusions
Contest

with the Dayton Meteors, also a junior team, composed of
me
Day Scholars of the Institute. It was an exciting game from start to finish.
The teams were evenly matched, and the pass work on both sides was brilThe
liant. The game ended by a score of 8 to 12 in favor of the Meteors.
line-up was as follows:

Angolas

Meteors

Clem. Jauch
Herb. Finke
Cl. Bleicher

J. Walsh
ee
a ey A. Helfrich
:
Wm. O’Connor

Leo Unger
Wm. Varley

;

;

G. Griffin
W. Norris

Referee—Frank Canny.
Time of play, 15 minutes.
Angola Second
Team

— This plucky little “bunch,” who put up such an exciting
game against the Dayton Meteors, is composed of the folens ing Old Boys w he had previously learned a few of their
basket-ball stunts in the “Old Gy m’’: William Varley, Clarence Bleicher,
Leo Unger, and Herbert Finke, ‘ioiick with Clement Jauch, who gracious-

ly accepted to take the place of their regular center, who was unable to play.
ALUMNI
The

Alumni’s

VS.

REGULARS.

reeular

center

is CLARENCE

P.

KRAMER,

Line-Up

°03, of the Knights of St. George team.
Being hurt in a
practice game at the Gym, he was replaced by our Old Boy
Edward Hanbuch, ’04, of he same team...LEo N. Kramer, *04, brother to
Clarence, is likewise of the Knights of St. George team. Harry F. FINKE,
°02, is of the Knights of Columbus team, and Harry B. SoLimMano, 707, as
- well as CHARLES W. WHALEN, 707, plays with the Angola (former Turners)
team.
All these Alumni have been stars in their respective teams during
the 1907-08 basket-ball season, and the teams themselves have gotten the
best of every out-of-town quintet that came to try conclusions with them.
Thus, with a Varsity man as referee, every one of the great Dayton teams
was boosting the good cause on the eventful night. Line-up:
Alumni
Finke
Whalen
Hanbuch-O’Connor
Solimano
Kramer

Regulars
:

Walsh
Mahoney
Morris
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At exactly eight-thirty

17-18

the referee’s signal brought

the

two rival teams of the same “Big Family” to their positions

and a second later the great game of the evening was off. The Regulars started out at a lightning pace, caging the ball three times
inside of three minutes.
The Alumni suddenly changed the already confident look upon the faces of the rooters for the Regulars to one of great
excitement and awe.
The Alumni had just “warmed up.”
Some of the
most wonderful pass work ever witnessed on a local court was now displayed :

on both sides.

The game was “nip and tuck.”

Hardly

a moment passed in

which excitement ceased to reign at its highest. Steadily the Alumni forged
ahead until the score at the end of the first half stood 17 to 18 in their
favor.

When Yankee
Meets Jap

= The Japanese colony of Dayton was represented at the
= game by Mr. Kiyoshi Yabe, in national costume, with his
little boy, and by Mr. Yasaku Mori, the latter tossing the

first ball in the second half.
A unique scene took place between the first and second half of the game,
when Abel, Jr., 44 years old, courteously met Yabe, Jr., 3 years old, on the
court amidst the cheering of the vast throng, and endeavored to entice him
into a game of basket-ball. But the promising Oriental, no doubt realizing
his opponent’s superiority, declined to accept the invitation.

The

29-30

second half did not in the least fail to continue

brilliant work

done on both

game again waxed warm.

sides in the first half.

the

The

Bursts of thunderous applause

broke forth from the enthusiastic rooters each moment

as the score was tied

time and again.
In the heat of the fray Edward Hanbuch, owing to an
injury, was forced to give up his position to William O’Connor, a very capable man, however, as he proved himself by caging a ball inside of six
minutes.

Just ten seconds before the end of the second half, Frank

by a foul throw for the basket, succeeded in landing

the

Morris,

winning

point

which crowned the S. M. I. Regulars the victors by a score of 29 to 30.

Music in the
Air

The 8S. M. I. Band added immensely to make the whole
affair

a grand

success.

Before

the

game

and

halves the following selections were rendered:
Medley—“American Life.”
March—“Yankee Boys.”

Medley—“National Airs.”
March—“The Triumphant Banner.”

during

the

THE

Among

the

Boosters

Among
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the many who aided the good cause in a special

manner we mention Harry F. Cappen, 98, who supplied

the dodgers for advertising the game; GusTAVE E. DECKER,
’89, who had the admission tickets printed; R1icHarp P. BurKHARD?, SR.,
758, who donated the show cards; Martin J. SHerry, *90, with Dr. GusTAVE A. HocHwatr, ’88, who presented a neat purse to the Athletic Association for its energetic support of the Benefit Game; JoHN B. ForsTER,
66, who donated a handsome prize; and finally, the firm of Niehaus and

Dohse, Sporting Goods, who offered another prize.
The Best of All

In nearly every big affair of its kind, no doubt the most
interesting part is the amount of cash received. The net

returns from the big game amounted to $162.15, which will
be devoted to the worthy cause of the Apostolic School.
GENERAL

STATEMENT.

RECEIPTS.
From sale of tickets
Donations

For advertising
OPEET ANCHO Hee Fit pg oe tS 6 Bos oie

NB

TOREONR

The Loyal Old
Boys

co

Ra

Spo Sa sis sss Se ee

ae

ee

41

50

$162

15

Among the many devoted Alumni and other Old Boys
who turned out to cheer their favorites on to victory, the

Alumni Editor has succeeded in recording the following:
CLARENCE KRAMER, THEODORE HOLLENKAMP, Peter Kuntz, Jacob Klein,
Gus E. Decker, John Kemper, Epwarp Moritz, Clarence Klein, Louis
Moossruccer, Paul O’Neil, Harry O’Neil, Ernest Klein, ArtHurR REGAN,
EDWARD STOECKLEIN, Charles Rotterman, EArt SmirH, Vicror SMITH,
WILLIAM SKELTON, JOSEPH ABEL, GEORGE BRENNAN, WALTER CONNORS,
Cleophas Drufner, George Decker, Ellis Finke,
JosepH FERNEDING, JOHN
B. Forster, WM. McGratu, THomaAs Hickey, George Hasenstab, JosrpH
JECKERING, BERNARD HoLttencamp, Anthony Schaefer, ALoys SCHAEFER,
Louis Timmer, Raymond Wehner, Urban Thies, Hugh Wall, Joseph A.

Hirsch, Joseph Unterburger.
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Many of the above-mentioned, as well as others, took re-

Reserved Seats

However, it was possible for us to record only

served seats.
the following:

R. P. BurKHARDT, Sr. and Jr., JosepH W. CLemens, M. Costello, H.
FERNEDING, JoHN H. Fixx, Ropert Hayes, John W. Heck, Charles

George Koerner,
Hollencamp,
ScHNEBLE, Harry Schutz, Cart

H.
Theodore
Suerer, John

L.
H.

G.
RupotpH
Lienesch,
J. Stoecklein, Ed. Zahn,

Adam Deger, HarryF. Frvxe, Eugene Witchger, J. A. Mayl, CHARLES
WHALEN, JosePpH MurpHy,

EuGENE

ScHarrer, John Herberger.

Among the other ladies and gentlemen who held reserved seats were:
Mesdames Dr. D. G. Reilly, Louise Bucher, L. C. Norris, John F. Ohmer,
J. A. Hughes, S. A. Finke, J. Bucher, Henry Westendorf, Albert Weckesser,

P. J. O'Leary, W. P. Moore, W. E. Morris; Misses Ansbury, Costello, [rene
K. Finke, Helmig, Ferneding, Irene Tierney, L. Kramer, Whalen, M.
Moore, Eloise Roehm, Blanche Norris.
Mayor Burkhart, Joseph Wehner, Rev. William D. Hickey, Henry F.
Westendorf, Rev. Charles Hickey, J. A. Hughes, R. Kennedy, Rev. Dr.
Charles Kemper, P. J. O’Leary, G. McKinney,
Rev. Father Wagner,
C.PP.S., Rev. B. H. Franzer, John C. Shea, John Koerner, Charles J. Brennan, John A. Murphy, Ralph Baker, J. A. Mayl, Geo. Fleckenstein, Bernard
Focke, Sr., Harry Miller, Henry Tielking, Oscar Bucher, Oscar Focke,
Chas. Wassenich, and hosts of others.
Many of the loyal friends of S. M. I. were prevented by

Absent

the inclemency of the weather from attending the game.

One of those who most regretted it and whose familiar face
was much missed among the enthusiastic rooters was Old Boy Richard
Burkhardt, from away back in the 50’s.

Honored Guests

The Society of Mary, complimentary to whose members
the game was given, was represented by their highest Supe-

riors in America: The Very Rev. Joseph Weckesser, Provineial, Bro. Michael Schleich, Inspector, and Rev. George Meyer, former
Provincial ; also by the candidates and Scholastics
ince, as well as by a large delegation of Brothers.
The

The

Referee

intended

of the American

referee for the great game,

Eddie

Provy-

Graef,

Varsity’s popular forward, informed us that he would not

be in town at the time of the game, and thus he had to be
replaced by Elliot, Varsity’s official referee.
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After the game the Alumni met in their beautiful hall to

ness Meeting

(iscuss their interests, with H. 8. FERNEDING in the chair.
The meeting opened with prayer by Rev. Louis Tragesser,
whereupon the Secretary, EUGENE SCHAEFER, made his report, which was
adopted.
A very serious discussion ensued, referring to important changes

in the constitution.

A number of the Alumni took part in this discussion,

among them Rupo~tpH ScHNEBLE, Harry FINKE, CHARLES WHALEN,
THEODORE
HoLteNcamp,
Eart
SmirH,
Harry
Sonimano,
ARTHUR
Ree@an, Rey. Witiiam O’MAtey, and the Rey. President and Vice-President of the Institute.
The news of the death of BERNARD KLIMPER, *02, was received, and a

committee,

consisting of Rey. A. Frische, THEODORE

HOoLLENCcAMP,

and

Harry FINKE, was appointed to draw up resolutions of sympathy.
A communication was read from the Apostolic School Association, thanking sey-

eral Alumni for their special support.

They are:

Harry F. CAppen, Gus-

TAVE E. DecKER, RicHAarD P. BuRKHARDT, Sr., and Harry L. FERNEDING.
Final action upon the amendments to the Constitution, mentioned above,
will be taken up at the next general meeting in June.
ALUMNI

FRANK

CHRONICLE

BIENDL, 710.

The recent spell of ideal spring weather did not fail to rouse many Old
Boys to their sense of loyalty to their Alma Mater.
Many came to call on
the Faculty and to see the great changes that are taking place about the
college. Many, no doubt, regret the destruction of the old campus, where
they won their laurels, but in a few months the beauty of the new grounds
will amply repay their regrets. Among the many visitors we noticed :

Sunday, March 1:
Epwarp MILLER, 94, who stopped in on his way from Chicago to Cincinnati. Mr. Miller represents the Western Electric Company of his home city,
Chicago, and went in the interests of his firm to the Queen City, but, ever
loyal Old Boy from old Kentucky.
In spite of the strides his height is
taking, Elmer was still recognized by his many chums whom he had intended to surprise.
Mater.
He was soon joined in the Institute Parlors by Elmer H. Heile, 05, a

loyal Old Boy from old Kentucky.

In spite of the strides his height is tak-

ing, Elmer was still recognized by his many chums whom
to surprise.
geet
gets

he had intended

John Janszen, *95, arriving from Cincinnati, completed the trio, and enjoyed the solace of the First Division Boarders’ Club Rooms. He did not
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forget the grave of his deceased brother, Bro. Bernard Janszen,

S.M., who

had attended college with him.
Later in the day, Old Boy RupoLpH G. SCHNEBLE, ’88, came to boost the
Apostolic School movement.
Rudolph now holds a responsible position as
mechanical engineer in the Invention Department of the N. C. R.
And last, but not least, Wm. M. Seely, 93, who entertained the student

body in the evening for an hour with fascinating moving pictures, paid his
respects to his Alma Mater.
March

7:

Fred Dister, 07, of Hamilton, Ohio, who is striding in studies and ath-

letics in his home town as he learned to do at S. M. I., visited St. Mary’s the
day before his team handed a fine lemon to the boys of Steele High School
of Dayton, at the Rink.
W. H. Wagner, of Sidney, and Chas. Peurrung, 04, a loyal member of
the Cincinnati Association, to root for the 8. M. I. quintet at the great game

against Denison University.
March

11:

Edward Deis, 97, brother to two Old Boys, to see the breaking of ground
for the new campus.
March

12:

Rey. J. George Franz, ’79, then of Piqua, Ohio, now Pastor of St. John’s

Church, Dayton, Ohio, to talk over old times when he was a boy at S. M. I.
March

23:

. John C. Wirick, ’91, to see the desolation of the historic old playgrounds,
now covered with wagons, horses, scoops, stumps, etc., preparatory to their

final completion.
March

25:

Henry F. Heider, 93, with his wife and boy, then of Ironton, Ohio, now

of Dayton, Ohio, anxious to become better acquainted again with the Old
School.
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THE

HIGHEST

HONORS

FOR

MARCH

Collegiate Department

Senior Letters

Frank Morris, 94; Harry Ansbury, 94

Junior Letters ...................-Albert Zengerle, 95; John Georges, 94
sophomore. Letters.
26.
ees Walter Roemer, 96; Walter Roddy, 95

Freshman Letters
Beni? meience
Junior

John Kelly, 96; Anthony Tague, 94

<.°.

2.

as

....-Benj. Freeman, 93; Frank Kemper,

Science

Chas. Wagner,

Sophomore Science
Freshman Science

96; Jos. Seidensticker,

88
94

Hans Amann, 93; John Berry, 91
William Seidensticker, 98; Lawr. Strattner, 97
High

Schocl

and

Business

Business IT
Paul Scheiber, 93; Rich. Scheiber,
Business I
Walter Norris, 97; Raymond Linehan,
Fourth Year
Philip Fleck, 95; Leo Clark,
Third Year
:
Leo Schmitt, 98; Alvin Sibila,
scene cal. 3,5. 4 Et Arnold Sshneider, 96; William Roemer,
i
eh
A
ae aden
ee Fred Sturm, 93; Martin Synnett,
First Year—B
Frank Holters, 91; William Hughes,
Preparatory

Eighth Grade
Seventh Grade
Sixth Grade
Fifth Grade

92
96
90
97
95
91
89

Department

Theodore Ducoing, 96; Leo Desch,
Frank Feuerstein, 97; Ferd. Hasenstab,
John Caufield, 95; Bernard Losh,
Harry Hart, 92; Richard Kelly,

96
97
93
91

Chronicle

Hurrah for spring! Despite the muddy fields and incomplete playgrounds, every available space is being used for baseball practice. The boys
feel

rejuvenated

after

a winter

passed

pretty

much

within

now have opportunity to give vent to their pent-up feelings.

doors,

as they

The grass and

plants and trees, too, are beginning to awaken, and the merry songsters are
making their appearance.
Add to all this the fact that by the time THE
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EXPoNENT is printed we shall be ready to leave for home to enjoy Easter
Vacation, and the picture of our happiness is complete.
So we say again,
Hurrah for spring! hurrah for Easter Vacation !

New

“What is worth doing at all is worth doing well.”

Playgrounds

That

js the motto being carried out in the construction of the
new playgrounds.
‘To see the numerous teams ploughing

and scooping and the big steam plow cutting down the hill to fill up the
lower part of the old Day Scholars’ grounds, shows us that the College
means to give us something good and that the most modern means are being

employed in the work. In fact, there are more than fifteen teams at work.
The job of leveling is a vast one. The Second Division will keep their
former grounds, which, however, will now extend from the gymnasium to
the new Union Avenue, then from the road at the rear of the gym. to the
short street connecting Stewart Street and Union Avenue.
These grounds
will soon be completed. The Senior Division will have the use of the ground
back of the gymnasium up to what has been called Postulants’ Road, and
from the cherry trees to Union Avenue.
The Third Division have the
grounds beyond the Seniors’, and the Fourth Division that part of the
former Senior grounds north of Union Avenue. Thus all four divisions will
now have ample space to accommodate all the boys. The grounds will be in
three terraces, extending from the College Entrance to the road in line with
the statue of Our Lady of the Pines. The work is to be finished in May.

Japanese

Scholarship
Fund
Second

Each of the six divisions of students is trying to raise a

yearly ($60) scholarship. Contributions received from the
divisions up to March 31 are as follows:
Division
Division

Hirst

mired

Boarders

DORPANe

“Division: Boarders

as aia

........ eS
4,

Gao

ete

ee

25 os

oe

a ee

$ 28

15

26

00

23 00

Fourth Division Boarders ................. tee

$F-17

Second Division Day Scholars ............. at Ss
oe
cc
Hist. Division: Day. Scholaray: 2< 2 sad

13 50
8 80

So ee

ff OfG) Si VasiON Wt UNG. sees

a

Pnereaee nce Maren sooo

Gg Oe

A large number

$117

15

82 95

of personal donations on the part of the students indi-

cates the kindly spirit in which the noble cause is supported.
Pennant

Raising

William

Seidensticker,

Secretary

of the Class, gives us

the following interesting account of Freshman doings:
“Friday, the 13th, famous in history and superstition, will
be doubly eventful in the annals of the class of 711. On the evening of this
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memorable day there took place in the Freshman classroom the unveiling of
the class pennant. Among the cheers and applauses of the class, the glorious
‘Crimson and Steel’ was first looked upon by those for whom it shall be a
constant reminder of the days spent under its folds. Among those present
were representatives of the faculty, the very Rev. Pres. Father Tragesser,
the very Rey. Vice-Pres. Father O’Reilly, and former and present professors of the class.
:
The following program was very successfully carried out, A. Helfrich presiding as chairman:

Class Spirit

Wm.

Seidensticker

Year Eleven
L. Strattner
The Church and Science
Homer Nash
Poem on Crimson and Steel
,. Roy Sacksteder
Address
Father Tragesser
Next a familiar chat was engaged in among the teachers and the class.
After having been duly reassured of cemented fellowship, we dispersed.
The room was very tastefully decorated, it being only one of the many
cases in which our teacher shows his great interest in the class and for which
he deserves great credit.”

Shakespearean
Readings

Possibly no entertainer has won for himself a warmer
_spot in the hearts of all at S. M. I. than Mr. C. E. W. Griffith, a member of the Chicago Shakespeare Club. That he

is, as is claimed, the “Greatest Shakespearean Reader in America,” was
proven beyond doubt when he appeared in Dayton on the 8. M. I. stage, and
also before the young ladies of Notre Dame Academy.
On Sunday evening, March 15, Mr. Griffith successfully carried out
“Macbeth” before the students and friends of St. Mary’s. His portrayal of
the various characters was perfect. His change of voice from the drawling
tones of the drowsy, half-drunken porter, to the fearful accents of the remorseful Macbeth and the heartless yet strong tones of Lady Macbeth, was
remarkable.
His rendition of “Hamlet” at the Notre Dame Academy was

no less perfect.

On the invitation of the Sisters, the students and faculty of

the High School, Business and Collegiate Departments, attended this reading. After a piano selection by several of the fair Academicians, Mr. Griffith was introduced by his manager, Mr. W. Joseph Poirier, and he at once
proceeded to deliver “Hamlet.” The reader had the breathless attention of

his audience when he enacted the scene in which Hamlet meets the ghost of
his father; again, when the players enact the murder scene which serves to
discover the king’s guilt, and finally, when this tragedy of tragedies ends in

the death of the principal characters.

Mr. Griffith followed the reading of

Hamlet by a short talk on the Merchant of Venice, in which he highly
Jauded Portia’s plea for mercy.
He closed the afternoon’s entertainment

by a short. fatherly talk to the young men and young ladies present.
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In his rendering of the final play, “King Lear,” which was represented on
the Institute stage, Mr. Griffith was by many pronounced to be not inferior
to Mantell himself. Certain it is that if the reader had the use of his limbs,
which paralysis forbids, he would be the peer of Mantell, O’Neil, or any
other great actor of the day. Mr. Griffith’s part of the entertainment was over
when, after finishing King Lear, he spoke a few words on “The Taming of
the Shrew,” and very well imitated several of the characters of that play.
But not so with the students of St. Mary’s. They were so pleased with the
several performances, that Mr. John Costello, in the name of all the boys
and the faculty, ascended the stage and presented Mr. Griffith with an
S. M. I. pennant, at the same time thanking him sincerely for the pleasure
- and instruction he had given us. Mr. Griffith revealed his big and noble
heart in his brief reply. He told us that this summer he will again be sitting
beneath the old apple tree in his Ohio home, working at Shakespeare’s plays
to perfect himself in their rendition.
As it is, he knows twelve perfectly
well, and most of the other plays he can read with a cursory glance at the
text. He furthermore said that if ever he felt sad and down-hearted, which
happens to everybody now and then, he would wave St. Mary’s pennant and
recall the pleasant time he spent at St. Mary’s Institute.
The S. M. I.
Orchestra closed the evening with several Irish melodies.
JOSEPH SEIDENSTICKER, ’09.
LITERARY

NOTES

Webster
Circle

The Webster Literary Circle held two meetings last
month, one on March 6 and the other on March 18. At the
first a very interesting debate took place: “Resolved, That
as a Developer of Character, Sport Takes Equal Rank with Study.”
The
affirmative was successfully upheld by Messrs. Daugherty and Smith against
The arguments
the weighty arguments of Messrs. Zengerle and Wagner.
produced by both sides were to the point, and the debate may justly be called

the best held before the Circle this term.

Th debate was followed by recita-

tions, readings, witty anecdotes, ete.
The second meeting was in honor of St. Patrick, and thus all the jokes,
stories, and reading referred to Ireland or her people. The subject of debate

was: “Resolved, That Emigration Should be Restricted.” Messrs. Weiss
and Georges, upholding the affirmative, secured the decision of the judges,

though the arguments of Messrs. Janszen and Hayes were by no means
Mr. Daugherty read a lengthy article upon the observance of St.
weak.
Patrick’s Day in the various parts of the world. Mr. Weiss was elected SecThe next meeting will take place on March 31, at
retary of the Circle.

which the following subject will be debated:

“Resolved, That Very Cheap

Papers and Books Do More Harm Than Good.”
JoHN

P. GEorGEs, 709.
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The amount for March indicates a slight falling off from

Peter’s Pence

jhe generosity of preceding months. However, some of the
Glaases have continued to contribute largely. The Fresh-

man Letters have an average of 43 cents, and they thus lead all the classes.
In the High School and Business Classes, Business II. and Business I. are
close rivals for first place, their average being 20 and 21 cents respectively.

Eighth Grade comes to the front among the Preps with 8 cents average.

Since Octoher, the three classes having ‘contributed highest amounts are:
Third High, $17.04, an average of 11 cents ; Business I, ‘$16. 32, and average
of 14 cents; Sixth Gisde. $14.40, an average of 9 cents.

Freshman
The three highest averages since October are:
cents; Business IT, 21 cents; Fourth High, 19 cents.

Letters

43
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Quintet Made
Good Record

We have closed another successful basket-ball season..
The season’s record is ten victories and three defeats. We
scored thirty points on an average every game, and our
opponents twenty points.

Taking into consideration the fact that this is the team’s first year, and

that the team is exceptionally young, the record of the season is splendid.
The various teams which opposed us were all noticeably stronger than last

year, making it harder for our lads.

In the thirteen games we scored 360 points to Our opponents’ 256.
The
highest score was run up on Wilmington College, and the lowest with the
Indians.

If last year’s season is taken into count, the record is unparalleled.

With the victories of ’06-’07, we have twenty-eight victories to our credit
and only three defeats to register.
;
The following is the record of the season:
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March 7, Denison defeated St. Mary’s by the score of
30 to 14. Denison played a good game in certain respects;
St. Mary’s
they out-threw the locals; they threw fine baskets, but they
were the roughest proposition that ever stepped on the floor of the Insti-
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Doctor Crawford, the referee, called twenty-five fouls on Deni-

son for dirty playing, and everybody is convinced that he could have called

twenty-five more without showing the least bit of partiality to the locals.
The visitors certainly
repeatedly used.

roughed

things pretty badly—football

St. Mary’s played a fine game;

tactics being

their pass work was phenomenal,

the

finest combinations being in order.
However, as soon as they got near
Denison’s basket a slash of some kind prostrated a college forward. On sep-

arate occasions the college lads received ugly cracks, forcing them to quit
the game for some minutes.
The game was fast throughout; St. Mary’s played all around Denison
during the first half. Their passing was superb.
During the second half
they were prevented from playing the same kind of game by Denison’s
battle spirit.
The game shows that the two teams were capable of the

highest style of play.

Line-up:

St. Mary’s—14
Walsh
Mahoney
Morris

Denison University—30
3
Livingston
Rodgers

Costello

:

Rockwood

Referee—Doctor Crawford.
Scorers—Freeman and Chafee.

Timers—O’Connor and Bealtie.

Haskell Red
Men vs.
St. Mary’s

EK.

Har ey,

709.

March 10, before one of the largest audiences of the
season, the Haskell Indians defeated S. M. I. by the score
of 49 to 14. It was the finest exhibition of basket-ball this

year.
It was an absolutely clean game, with never the shadow of rough
playing.
The Indians were just streaks of lightning; they passed in any position,
and their basket throwing was as true as an arrow.
8S. M. I. is not in a
class with them, and it is a wonder that they scored fourteen points.
The
Indians had a repertoire of tricks which have not been shown by any basketball team that ever has played in Dayton.
At times their guards were forwards, and then again guards.
They shifted positions, but every Indian

knew it, and played accordingly.

Thus it happened that one guard scored

at least sixteen points for the Redskins.
The first half was pretty evenly contested, leaving the score 21 to 11.
Plucky S. M. I. played well, and even better than the Indians; but it was
in the second half that the Indians outshone them. . They scored eight bas-

kets in a row, never giving the college lads a chance at a basket.

—
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In the early part of the game the Institute lads put some fine stunts into
the game, a few fine pieces of pass work and dribbling being in order. How-

ever, after Ball was accidentally injured, the college boys slackened in speed
and effectiveness, and the game went to the Indians. The line-up:
Haskell

Indians—49

St. Mary’s—14

BCR
a Set
a ee R. F
Walsh-Kemper
Gillewater
i
Mahoney
COMMONS 255 52s ak ia es Cease
ee are eee
Morris
DOP Wis so
ce ees R.G
Ball-Quigley
Barrel
.G
Costello

Referee—Doctor Crawford.
Scorers—Meyer and Freeman.
Timers—Meyer and O’Connor.

St. Mary’s
March 19, before a large and enthusiastic audience, St.
Quintet Lands Mary’s walked off in a merry romp with Wittenberg UniFinal Game
_yersity to the tune of 26 to 18. It was a neat little closing
of the season, and St. Mary’s displayed an unusual quality of basket-ball.
Their passing in the different halves simply amazed the Springfield quintet,

and they were doomed to inevitable defeat.
The first half ended 16 to 3 in favor of St. Mary’s.

This score shows the

relative style of play between the two quintets. The S. M. I. forwards tantalized the Wittenberg guards to such an extent that the latter never knew
where the ball was going to or coming from. The second half was more
even, ending 10 to 15, with Wittenberg ahead.
This is the final game of the season *07 and 708. Season tickets will not
be good at any future games.
No challenge from any city basket-ball club
will be accepted. There will be one post-season game on March 30. It will

be for the benefit of the Apostolic School fund.

S. M. I. alumni will play

the 8. M. I. regulars in this contest.
The band rendered a splendid array of selections.
St. Mary’s—26

;

Mahoney
Walsh
REGRs So ee
Costello

a ee

Kemper
Referee—U.

Wittenberg—18

.F

Baskerville

C

G. Walker
B. Walker

:
Theis

)

Rests

‘The line-up:

Sawyer
s

i ternating.
Umpire—Marrett
Scorers—Freeman and Beahrs.
Time-keepers—O’Connor and Nolan.

_

. HARLEY,
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DIVISION

On March

(Resident Students)

12 our quintet overwhelmed the Y. M. C. A.

Sophomores by the score of 52 to 15.

Sophomores
of basket-ball was a
than to the Third Division, for their
was something phenomenal, and at
doubt to the invincible quintet. The

Third Division
Zangerle
Janszen

Never in the annals

victory more deserving to any team
passing, goal throwing, and blocking
no stage of the game was victory a
line-up:

Y. M. C. A. Sophomores

(capt.)...... ose

Lambert

Munchhof

Loges (capt. )
Ro

eae

ae

a ee

Castro

Meals

Shysley

Referee—Moore.
Timer—Gonzales.
Scorer—Baerman.

Third Division
vs.

Our quintet was again victorious on March
they defeated

Wintons

Third

Division

19, when

the Wintons by the score of 51 to 14.

lads put the utmost

confidence

The

in their

team, and the score showed them that their confidence was not misplaced.
Both halves were fast, and only the superior passing and goal throwing of
the Third Division won the game for them. The line-up:
Third

Division

Zangerle

(capt.)

Wintons

BRR eee iil sce ec hee

Janszen

Madden

Zimmerman

Munchhof

J

Weaver (capt. )

Referee—Mahoney.
Timer—Gonzales.
Scorer—Baerman.

Third Division
vs.

The Wintons made their second appearance on our floor,
Sunday, March 29. They strengthened their team to a

Wintons

considerable extent, and they were determined to take the

game from our invincible quintet, but they were again doomed to defeat.
The playing of both teams was excellent.
score of 45 to 20. The line-up:

The Wintons were defeated by a
;
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Division

Zangerle

-

Wintons

(capt.)

Janszen
Munchhof

:

Madden

=
; Pe

Cas

a

ee Peep

ee Re

Weaver
Mahrt

Referee—Wagner.
Scorer—H. Winters.
Timer—Gonzales.

The Third Division quintet has a splendid record for this season—four
victories and one defeat out of five games.
In these five games the Third
Division made 82 field goals against their opponents’ 36 baskets.
The

Third Division can be proud of their quintet, for no team of their size and
age can beat them..

First Team,
Class B, vs.

On March 26 the first team, class B, took the scalps of
the Day Scholars by the score of 32 to 18. The first half

Day Scholars
was very fast, and closed with the score 10 to 10. The second half was similar to the first. Only towards the end did the game slump,
and during this time the Third Division ran up their already high score.

The line-up:
Third

Division

Day

Mahoney
Dorsten
Roemer

:

Scholars
Zimmerman
Klein
Hochwalt

;

Callaghan

:

Mahrt

Vandenbroek

;

Bleicher

Referee—Wickham.
Scorer—Baerman.
Timer—Gonzales.

Division

Our

Leagues

division leagues were

a grand

success, and we can

compliment ourselves on the victories, which were always

hard ones. The Cranes won the pennant
the Meteors in Class B. The following is the standing:

Class A
Cranes

Won

(Castro,

Invincible

capt.)....

Olympics (Janszen, capt.)
White Stars (Diaz, capt.)

A and

Lost

Per Cent.

4

765

12

5

706 ©

5

12
14

capt.)

(Zangerle,

in Class

294
A177

. EXPONENT
Class B

Meteors

;

(Callaghan, capt.)

....

Per Cent.

:

.688

Cardinals (Dorsten, capt.)
Apaches (Roemer, capt.)

Celts

500
ATO

(Machle, capt.)

333
A. S#p1na, 713.

FOURTH

DIVISION

(Resident

Students)

~Crescents VicSunday afternoon, March 15, the speedy Crescent team
“torious Over of the Fourth Division boarders, rolled up 34 points on
Young Angolas opponents, who scored but 2. It was a lightning game, the
€rescents played an excellent game.
The passing was superb, and the Day
Scholars indulged in a continued wild-goose chase after the ball.
M.
Hickey starred for the Crescents, having thrown five out of the seven field
goals credited his team. The line-up:

Crescents—34

Young

Vandenbroek
Madigan
Ig. Ducoing
Hickey
Wickham
Crescents
vs.

‘
:

Angolas—2

W.

W. Fleece
Hemberger
Kleim

Thursday, March 19, the Crescents met and defeated the
Day Scholars in a very exciting and interesting game,

Day Scholars making their opponents dance to the tune of 15 to 8. The
quick passing and fine team work of the Crescents being features. Madigan
and Vandenbroek starred for
basket throwing called forth
played his usual good game at
is not to be surpassed, whilst
The line-up:

the Crescents as forw ES and their accurate
repeated bursts of applause.
Ig. Ducoing
center. Hickey, the Crescent’s sturdy guard,
Wickham deserves credit for his fine passing.

Crescents—15

Day

Scholars—8

Vandenbroek
Madigan
Ig. Ducoing
Hickey

:
:
:

Bleicher
McBride
Hochwalt
Zahn

Wickham

;

Baker-F lemming

OTHER

GAMES.

Crescents

6° | Youno- Angolas

(35233 eee

Crescents

ik

YOUNES ADPOIRE.

sos

204

Young Angeles...

Midgets

sie

ee

5. sie ae
H. Horters, 716.
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NON-RESIDENTS.

The basket-ball season closes with the pleasant weather of spring, rendering play on the gymnasium floor somewhat unpleasant.
This year of
basket-ball for the non-residents was indeed a rare one.
The Second
Division put forth an ideal representative team in Zimmerman, Schumacher, McBride, Mahrt, Sacksteder, and Rotterman, besides having in reserve a host of other good youngsters.
The Senior Division also enjoyed a
good season of sport. Under the guidance of J. Walsh, several teams were
formed.
The players soon learned the fine points, and undoubtedly some
will be found on the 8S. M. I. representative team of 709. So well were these
players trimmed up that in the match games between them and the Residents they often came out winners or else close losers. On all occasions they
acquitted themselves creditably, showing speed at all times. The representative non-resident team consisted of Walsh, Norris, Helfrich, Griffin, and
0’Connor.
The games always attracted large crowds.
They have taken two games
from the Second Division, they broke even with the Third, and have won
one from the Fourth Division.
W. O'Connor, 708.

Eggs so
All from
Some for
Three or
E’en the
Receives

blue, so green, so pink,
bunnies—I don’t think—
father, some for mother,
four for little brother;
baby, tiny tot,
the

most

of

all

LAWRENCE

the

lot.

ROSE,

’10.
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Exchanges
Wuat
oF

EXCHANGES

LourDES

HAVE TO SAY

JUBILEE

NUMBER.

The Lourdes Number of THE EXPONENT is as neat a little

The Angeline:

paper as one could

the way)

Our

Our

possibly desire.

This journal

(an old friend,

by

has always held our admiration by the deep religious senti-

The present number but augments
ment found in its every article.
Accept our congratulations, friends, on your beautifully
our esteem.

illustrated and highly commendable literary paper.
Academia: The Jubilee Number of the 8. M. I. Exponent is entirely
devoted to “Our Lady of Lourdes.”
In prose and verse the students

sing her praises and the wonders of her miracles.

Artistic as well as .

instructive prints enhance the value of the number, making it a worthy
souvenir of this auspicious occasion.
St. Vincent

College Journal:

From

Dayton,

Ohio, comes

our old friend

THe Exponent.
As far as neatness and general “get up” are concerned, we feel obliged to give THE EXPONENT a very high place
among our exchanges.

Purple and White:

The Jubilee Number is especially interesting.

The Lourdes Number of the 8. M. I. Exponent

worthy of special comment.

and Grotto at Lourdes, and the surroundings.

Besides, it has many

beautiful poems in connection with the apparition of Our Lady.
sonnet, “The Vision of Bernadette,” is especially commendable.

Ave Maria:

is

It contains many fine cuts of the Basilica

The youthful editors of THE

Exponent,

A

the monthly

organ of the students of St. Mary’s Institute, Dayton, Ohio, are to be
_ congratulated both on the pious thought of making the February issue

of their magazine a Lourdes number,

and on the general excellence

attained in their thought’s realization.

Thanks, sweet friends, for your kind comments,

and may

Lady of Lourdes remember you with her gracious favors !

Our Blessed
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OF JAPAN AMONG

In reviewing our Exchanges we were
friends made mention of our Japanese
way.
An editorial appearing in the
drew our attention. We here quote it

pleased to note that a number of our
Scholarship Fund in an encouraging
Notre Dame Scholastic particularly
in full:

CHRISTIANIZING

““Christianize

OUR EXCHANGES.

JAPAN.

Japan by means of the Japanese,’ is the motto of a new

theological seminary opened recently
missionaries.
It is becoming more
Christianity is to supplant paganism
sary to establish a stronghold in the

upon a new era of progressiveness.

at Urakami by an order of Catholic
and more apparent every day that if
throughout the Orient, it is first necesIsland Kingdom.
Japan has entered

On account of the wonderful strides she

has taken in art, science, and invention, the world has come to look upon her
as the only agent capable of spreading the message of Western civilization
through the Orient. She is preéminently fitted by location, by race, and by
character for this task. But we want the message of Christ, the Gospel, to

be spread as well as the message of civilization.
necessary by all means to Christianize Japan.

To bring this about it is
That is the task which our

missionaries have set for themselves, and the Japanese school at Urakami is
the place adopted by a certain group of these.
“Hitherto they have met with many obstacles

in their

work.

Handi-

capped by having to deal with a people fundamentally and temperamentally
different from themselves, and hindered by the competition of various sects,
the Catholic missionary’s task has been an arduous one indeed. The little
brown man is astute above all things. He is of an inquiring, skeptical turn
of mind.
He hesitates to take up a new faith over which there is so much
dissension and difference of opinion among its adherents.
“Our missionary Fathers think they will find a way out of this difficulty

when they place the work in the hands of a native clergy.

The school has

already opened and a number of Japanese boys are enrolled as candidates
for Holy Orders.
As yet the institution has not been placed on a sound
financial footing, and its promoters are soliciting aid from those interested

in the work. No more worthy objects of charity could be conceived than
these patient guardians of God’s fold. Especially should the work commend
itself to American

Catholics,

since it is of American

set in operation by American zeal.”

origin,

conceived

and

If we are well informed, the above editorial Was written by one of St.
Mary’s loyal former students, Wm. C. Carroll, ’03, of Dayton, now Profes-

sor of the University.

;

Thanks, Old Boy, and let us hope that your good words may interest in
the noble cause the many readers of the Scholastic.
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S

Sogee gna,

y

Relish
What Even the Wisest——

SO(

A

CASE

OF

}

WW

SEA-SICKNESS

A fellow on an ocean steamer became very seasick.
I approached him
and said: “What ’s the matter, old chap? Everything going out and noth-

ing coming in!”

:

His reply was laboring under the effect of emotion, when

seems that way.”

I again said:

moon

He murmured:

comes up.””,

he said:

“It

“Cheer up; you will be all right when the
“O Lord, let me die if that has to come

up, too!”

A QUESTION

:

Mother told Freddy to look at “God’s picture” whilst he was saying his
evening prayer. Freddy looked and asked, “When did God have his picture
taken ?”

Uo
THE

AHKOOND

OF

SWAT

What, what, what,
What ’s the news from Swat?
Sad news,
Bad

news,

Comes by cable led
Through the Indian Ocean’s bed,
Through the Persian Gulf, the Red
Sea and the Med—
Iterranean—he ’s dead ;
The Ahkoond 1s dead.
For the Ahkoon I mourn,
Who wouldn't?

He strove to disregard the message stern,
But he Ahkoodw’t.
Dead!

dead,

dead!

(Sorrow, Swats!)
Swats wha hae wt Ahkoond

bled,

Swats whom he had often led

THE
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Onward to a gory bed,

Or to Victory,
As the case might

be.

Sorrow, Swats!
Tears shed,

Shed tears like water.

Your great Ahkoond is dead!
That

Swats

the matter!

Let Swat bury the great Ahkoond
With a noise of mourning and lamentation!
Let Swat bury the great Ahkoond
With the noise of the mourning of the Swattish nation!
Fallen at length
Its tower of strength ;
Its son is dimmed

ere

it had

nooned;

Dead lies the great Ahkoond,
The great Ahkoond of Swat
Is not.

Lu
HOW

An

HE

SQUELCHED

old negro, near Victoria,

THE

Texas, who

METHODISTS

was

the

only Baptist in the

neighborhood, always “stuck up for his own faith,” and was ready with a
reason for it, although he was unable to read a word.

This was the way he

“put *em down”:
“You kin read, now, keant you?”
“Yes

9?

“Well, I s’pose you ’ve read the Bible, hain’t you?”
Vos

29

“You ’ve read about John de Baptist, hain’t you?”
£t.Viag

2?

“Well, you never read about John de Methodis’, did vou?
de Bible on'my side, den. Yah, ya-a-h!”

THE

A little peach

LITTLE

PEACH

in the orchard grew,

A little peach of emerald hue ;
Warmed by the sun and wet by the dew.
It grew.

You see, I has
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One day, passing that orchard through,
That little peach dawned on the view
Of Johnny Jones and his sister Sue,
Them two.
Up at that peach a club they threw,
Down from the stem on which it grew
Fell that peach of emerald hue.

Mon Dieu!
John took a bite and Sue a chew,
And then the trouble began to brew,
Trouble the doctor couldn't subdue.
Too true!

Under the turf where the daisies grew
They planted John and his sister Sue,
And their little souls to the angels flew,
Boo hoo!
What of that peach of the emerald hue,
Warmed by the sun and wet by the dew?
Ah, well, its mission on earth is through.
Adieu!

ar
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YOU
KNEW
about our Clothes;
if you don’t
already know about
them.
Coats that
fit up snug around

the collar (as they &
should) and have .
broad,
shapely
shoulders. Trousers that hang right;
—fabric patterns i
that show taste in
their
selecting —
every little detail
in correct style—
nothing
good
missing.
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